Hackney West
Street and Park Orienteering Map
Scale 1:10 000
Contour Interval 5m

Hackney 24 Jan 2020
Class Medium
Course Course 2, Length 3.8 km
Start
1. 172 East end of swing bridge
2. 173 Seat
3. 162 Table
4. 178 Track bend - on fence
5. 166 Large pole
6. 167 Covered area - south side
7. 168 Building - inside corner
8. 161 Top of path/stairs
9. 174 Tennis Court Fence Corner
10. 175 Track junction
11. 170 Northern end of earth cliff - on pole
12. 177 Track Junction
13. 171 Depression
14. 179 Track Junction - on pole
80 m from last control to finish. No tapes

LEGEND
Open land
Rough open land
Open with scattered trees
Forest easy running
Undergrowth difficult run
Forest Slow run
Forest Difficult to run
Forest impassable,thicket
Narrow ride
No Entry Allowed, Distinct tree
Paved area
Cultivated Land
Crossing Point
Out of Bounds
Contours, Form line
Knolls small/large, Termite mound
Depression, Pit, small depression
Earth bank, rootmound/logs/dead tree
Dual-Highway, Road, O Bahn Do not cross
Path, indistinct path
Crossing Point, Broken fence
Fence, Wall, High Stone Wall
High Fence, Playground Area
Made object,Cairn,Tower, Pole
Building, Steps
Shelter, Water feature, graveyard
Cliff, Rockface, Boulder cluster
Rut/track, Rocky terrace
Crossable: pond/watercourse
Distinct vegetation boundary
Uncrossable: lake, watercourse
Culvert, bridge, tunnel
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